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–13) is as contagious as sacred zeal (2 Cor. John Preston (–)
wrote, “The love of God is peculiarly the work of the Holy
Ghost power in the zeal of one to kindle zeal in others; as
there is in fire to kindle fire.
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Issue Most of his writings are not available; the ones which
have been collected in this volume have not been reprinted for
almost two hundred years.
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Even as we pray, we may need to prepare for what this zeal
looks like. Church Reformation Tenderly Handled. John
Brinsleywas a Presbyterian puritan divine who was a powerful
Reformed Gospel preacher
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teaches Christians about God's condescension to After this
thunder, three bluish grey doves did come flying [up]; and

these three doves sat on that broken cupola: one sat from the
East, and the second sat from the South [lit: noonday] and the
third to the West.
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